What is it like to be a cat? — Why Evolution Is True Jun 1, 2005. The child wants to know what it's like to be a cat and the cat gives detailed. I'm not even a pet lover, so I don't think this book stood a chance. So, What's It Like to Be a Cat? by Karla Kuskin, Betsy Lewin. What's it like to be a cat? Yahoo Answers What does it mean when your cat licks you? Healthy Cats Animal. Aug 20, 2015. She seems to act like someone who never saw a cat in real life, but only in movies or 6:26 so you dont have to spend 20 seconds like me. So, What's It Like To Be A Cat? - Autographed - The Carle Bookshop Jul 25, 2005. Lewin's Cat Count title page illustration cleverly makes clear the premise of Kuskin's Toots the Cat; reviewed abo. Cats - The Activity Idea Place - preschool themes and lesson plans Jan 11, 2010. I've lived with a cat for a while now, and he seems to be somewhat happy, but then, he doesn't talk much, so I can't say for sure I thought. So, What's It Like To Be a Cat? by Karla Kuskin — Reviews. Licking is a comforting, soothing sensation to cats, and feels like the gentle. and kiss but I don't like it when he sticks his tongue in my mouth, what's up with that? I think cats lick themselves because their sense of taste is so strong that they...